The cognitive basis of diglossia in Arabic: Evidence from a repetition priming study within and between languages
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Abstract: This study examined diglossia and its cognitive basis in Arabic. Repetition priming effects were compared within spoken Arabic (SA), as well as with the effects found when the primes were in either literary Arabic (LA) or Hebrew. In experiment 1, using lexical decisions for auditory presented words, a significant priming effect was found at lag 0 when the primes were in LA and in Hebrew. Furthermore, large repetition priming effects were found at relatively long lags (lag 8–12) within SA. This effect was absent when the repetition involved translation equivalents using either Hebrew or LA. The results showing that lexical decisions for words in SA were not influenced by previous presentations of translation equivalents in LA, in addition to the findings from a former study on semantic priming effects, suggest that the status of LA is similar to that of Hebrew and is consistent with the typical organization of L2 in a separate lexicon. Thus, learning LA appears to be, in some respects, more like learning a second language than like learning the formal register of one’s native language.
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Introduction

Research on bilingualism over the past three decades has focused on the nature of the representation of words in the bilingual’s mental lexicon and the effect of bilingualism on cognitive and paralinguistic development (for a review, see Kroll and de Groot).1 Of particular interest are questions addressing the relationship between semantically related words and translation equivalents across languages and the manner in which words in each language are connected to their meanings.2

In the case of the Arabic language, a diglossic situation arises from the gap between the language of orality (ammia), or everyday spoken Arabic dialect (SA), and the language of literacy (fuṣha), more commonly referred to as literary Arabic (LA) or modern standard Arabic (MSA). This study was designed to examine whether the psychological reality of diglossia, in which the two languages may be considered as two forms of one, affects the lexical organization in the cognitive-linguistic system of native speakers of SA. Specifically, this study attempts to address the core question in bilingualism: What is the linguistic distance required between two languages in order to be represented in a bilingual manner?

In the last decade, researchers in Arabic investigated if this gap could be a major cause of low learning achievement in schools and low adult literacy levels everywhere in the Arab region.3–5 Abu-Rabia4 investigated the contention that reading difficulties in Arabic in elementary school result from the diglossic situation whereby fuṣha, the
language of books and school instruction, is in opposition to the spoken dialect of the home. Saiegh-Haddad examined the role of oral language in the acquisition of basic fuṣḥa reading processes, exploring the interface between exposure to fuṣḥa and the development of top-level reading comprehension skills. Understanding this relationship is vital in formulating a theory of initial reading acquisition in diglossic or bidialectal settings. Moreover, Saiegh-Haddad moved beyond just establishing a possible causal link between exposure to fuṣḥa and achieving top-level reading comprehension skills. Namely, he addressed the issue of whether diglossic variables or dialectic distance parameters interfere with the acquisition of basic reading processes in fuṣḥa. The study showed that diglossia and the phonological distance between the two varieties of Arabic were indeed related to the native decoding ability of the young Arab children.

Maamouri claimed that fuṣḥa, which is at the same time ‘formal Arabic’ is difficult to learn and use because it is nobody’s native language. He argued that fuṣḥa and dialectal Arabic code-switching constitute a major cause of serious pedagogical problems that can lead to inadequate language competence, low linguistic self-confidence, and consequent social problems. Psycholinguistics studies have focused on the cognitive basis of these difficulties. Ibrahim and colleagues attempted to identify the psycholinguistic basis for processing Arabic language. Furthermore, they examined the relationship between the Arabic orthographic system and cognitive processes that might be involved during word processing. Specifically, Eviatar and Ibrahim focused on the effect of early exposure to the two forms of Arabic on cognitive and metalinguistic awareness. Metalinguistic awareness refers to the ability to think about the linguistic nature of the message and to be aware of certain properties of language, such as its arbitrariness and phonological structure. Given that bilingual children reveal heightened metalinguistic abilities as a result of acquiring two rather than one linguistic systems, the same theory was applied to newly literate Arab children in order to determine whether this effect is evoked before they have been exposed to any other language.

Operationally, the two Arabic linguistic systems (spoken and MSA) were examined to ascertain whether they promote the development of cognitive strategies that result in heightened metalinguistic abilities in young children. Three samples of children were tested: Hebrew monolinguals; Russian–Hebrew bilinguals who came from Russian-speaking homes of immigrants and attended school in Hebrew; and Arabic speakers whose first language was spoken Arabic but who also had exposure to LA via children’s books, television, and formal instruction in kindergarten and first grade. The results of the Arabic speakers revealed similar performance levels in metalinguistic tests as compared to Russian–Hebrew bilinguals and higher performance as compared to monolinguals. The researchers concluded that exposure to MSA in early childhood affects their metalinguistic skills in the same manner as that reported for children who are exposed to two different languages.

Another related issue is whether the similarity among languages influences bilingual linguistic performance. One longitudinal study of literacy acquisition in Moroccan children investigated whether preschool experience with a spoken Moroccan Arabic dialect facilitated literacy acquisition differently from preschool experience with Berber, a member of the Hamitic family of languages that has no semantic or syntactic similarity to Arabic. This study compared the performance of monolingual and bilingual Arabic- and Berber-speaking children in learning to read MSA and French. The results showed an advantage for the Arabic-speaking children over the Berber-speaking children in learning to read MSA, whereas the preschool experience of the two language groups had little effect on learning to read French. The researchers concluded that the superiority of the Arabic-speaking children in the early stages of MSA literacy acquisition was due primarily to the substantial similarity and transfer from spoken Moroccan Arabic to MSA, but not to French.

Although many authors have focused on the psycholinguistic reality that influences bilingual performance, only a few studies have directly addressed the question of lexico-semantic organization. In this context, Ibrahim and Aharon-Perez compared the semantic priming effects within SA (L1) with the effects found across languages, with LA or Hebrew as the other language (L2). The results revealed that the cross-lingual semantic priming effects on SA targets were practically identical for LA and Hebrew and were significantly lower than the intra-lingual semantic priming in SA. For both language pairings, the semantic priming was larger when the primes were presented in SA (and the targets in either Hebrew or LA) than when the primes were presented in one of the second languages and the targets in SA.

This pattern is in line with the revised model, based on the assumption that cross-lingual semantic priming is asymmetrical. It is also consistent with previous research on other languages. The observed asymmetry of priming efficiency is usually attributed to the fact that words in a second language have looser connections with
their meanings than do words in the first language. One caveat about these findings is that although the authors focused on the psycholinguistic reality influencing bilingual performance, they did not directly address the question of lexical organization. This assumption is justified explicitly on the basis of prior research.

On the grounds of previous work, one would expect to find greater repetition priming in the condition of intra-lingual repetition (when a word in spoken Arabic is repeated) than in the condition of cross-lingual repetition of translation equivalents. Hence, long-lasting cross-language repetition effects between translation equivalents would, by necessity, indicate the existence of lexical links or reactivation of the same concept. A possible explanation for the significant cross-lingual immediate repetition priming is that, like semantic priming, it is based on short-lasting activation in the semantic system. The absence of cross-lingual long-lasting effects shows that reactivation of the same concept is insufficient to induce long-lasting priming effects. Moreover, words in L1 and L2 do not entertain active lexical connections, meaning that the activation of a word in one language does not activate its translation equivalent in the other language.

Such an interpretation (at least in balanced bilinguals or those who master their second language well) is in line with the revised developmental model of bilingual organization suggested by Kroll and Stewart. According to this model, connections between translation equivalents at the lexical level are asymmetrical. Words in the second language have a much greater tendency to activate their translations in the first language than vice versa. The magnitude of this asymmetry, however, may change across individuals or within individuals across time, as determined by the bilingual’s particular proficiency in the second language.

Linguistic background of Arabic-speaking adults in Israel

Given the focus of this research on diglossia among native speakers of SA, it is necessary to understand the cultural setting in which the research was conducted. Native Arabic-speaking children in Israel, as in the rest of the Arab world, use a different local dialect of SA that has no written form. Some literacy specialists see LA as somewhat disconnected from the everyday reality of adult learners’ needs. Both differ considerably on phonetic, phonologic, morphosyntactic, and semantic levels.

At the phonetic level, pronunciation can vary according to context. For example, the vowels ‘æ’ and ‘o’ in SA are pronounced in LA, depending on phonetic context, either as ‘æ’ or ‘i’ and ‘au’ or ‘u’, respectively. Whereas words in LA may not begin with two consecutive consonants (or with a consonant and a ‘schwa’), many words in SA do. Different inflections are used in each language (such as the suffix which marks the plural in each language). Because SA uses fewer words than LA, the same phonological unit in SA may represent related meanings which are represented by different words in LA (eg, the word “chin” is also used for “beard” and “goat” for “stupid”).

At the morphological and the syntactic level, the grammatical functions are represented by the short vowels, indicative of mood and case endings among other linguistic functions. Thus, vocalic representation carries the weight of the whole grammatical system and is therefore extremely important in setting up functions leading to correct reading and acceptable text understanding. However, these short vowels are rarely present in everyday writing, and they do not, as a rule, appear in most printed materials in the Arab region.

At the semantic level, there is a semantic gap between SA and MSA. For example, the word ‘balcony’ in English is ‘برندة’ in SA, as opposed to ‘شرفة’ in LA. Therefore, a lexico-semantic representation of a spoken word might differ from its representation in the standard version even though it is related to the same concept. At the phonological level, there is a gap between SA and MSA. For example, the word ‘dog’ in English is pronounced as ‘kalb’ in the classical Arabic and ‘kalib’ in the spoken one (adding the phoneme ‘I’). Likewise, the word ‘officer’ is pronounced as ‘dabet’ in the classical Arabic and ‘zabet’ in the spoken one (substituting the phoneme ‘d’ with ‘z’). Therefore, a specific phonological representation of a spoken word might differ from its phonological representation in the standard version even though it is phonetically related to it.

Israeli Arab adults learn Hebrew as a second language and English as an additional language. Hebrew studies are started in the second grade on the basis of LA. Because Hebrew is the official language of the country, Israeli Arab students master Hebrew as well as LA. Furthermore, in high school, second language (Hebrew) instruction usually exceeds Arabic language instruction, particularly in science subjects, such as math, biology, and technology, which are taught in Hebrew as dictated by the official Israeli curriculum in all public schools.

In the context of this unique linguistic situation of Israeli Arab students, the aim of this study was to examine if the diglossic situation can be treated as a bilingual situation. The basic methodological considerations followed when
choosing the sample population were finding subjects whose first spoken language and first learned language was Arabic and ensuring that the uniform dialect of SA was suited to the subject population. With this in mind, the study was conducted among students from the Druze minority group who were attending geographically close high schools (Western Galilee area) and spoke the same dialect. All participants started to learn LA and Hebrew at school in the second grade and were equally proficient in the two languages.

The lifestyle, language, and social norms of the Druze are similar to those of Arab society. Despite the strong native-language cohesion characterizing both groups, they differ in their identification with the majority (Jewish) group. Based on a historical alliance with the Jewish people, the Israeli Druze have close ties with Israeli society, on the one hand, and strong identification with the Arab culture and language, on the other hand.\textsuperscript{19,20} Students in the Druze Arab school system begin to learn to read MSA in first grade, to speak Hebrew in second grade, and to read and write in Hebrew and in English in third grade. At the high school level, most students are as proficient in Hebrew as they are in MSA. Ibrahim and Aharon-Perez\textsuperscript{`7} examined the status of MSA and Hebrew in high school students. The logic is the following: if MSA constitutes a second language for the Arabic speaker, then the results obtained regarding the lexical status of MSA words and their connections to meaning should be similar to patterns found for Hebrew. On the other hand, if the daily interactive use of SA and MSA, along with the sociolinguistic reality in which the two languages may be considered two forms of one language, have led to the combination of both forms of Arabic in a single lexicon, the results of linguistic manipulations between the two forms of Arabic should resemble those known to exist when the same linguistic manipulations are performed within a language. The relations between the two forms of Arabic were compared to the relations existing between Hebrew and SA. Ibrahim compared semantic priming effects within SA with the effects found across languages, with MSA or Hebrew being the other languages. The results in all of the studies were consistent and straightforward: When both the primes and the targets were presented in SA, the semantic priming effect was significantly greater than when the prime and target words were from MSA or Hebrew. Most importantly, the cross-language priming effects on response times were virtually the same, regardless of whether the second language was Hebrew or MSA. As with the young children, these findings suggest that the representation of MSA is that of a second language, similar to Hebrew, and that SA and MSA have the status of two separate languages in the cognitive systems of Arabic speaking adolescents.

These findings align nicely with previously reported asymmetry in cross-lingual semantic priming.\textsuperscript{13,14,21} The interpretation of the difference between the patterns of priming within and across languages is that words in a second language have looser connections with their meanings than do words in the first language. Therefore the semantic priming pattern described above suggests that, at least in regard to their connections with the semantic network, MSA, as well as Hebrew, constitute second languages for the bilingual native speaker of SA.

The present research used lexical relationships, repetition priming, and a lexical decision task in two experiments in order to explore the connections between translation equivalents in LA, SA, and Hebrew. Since the use of written language is unnatural in the context of spoken Arabic, the experiments presented the words in the auditory modality. In Experiment 1, translation equivalents in SA and LA and SA and Hebrew were compared for intra-lingual and cross-lingual repetition effects at lag 0 when no stimuli were intervening. In Experiment 2, intra-lingual and cross-lingual repetition effects at lags ranging between 8 and 12 items were compared. Experiment 1 initially established how cross-linguistic priming works for a semantic locus at lag 0, whereas Experiment 2 elaborated on the findings by examining how distinct the differences are between SA, Hebrew, and LA, and whether the priming effects still remain after a longer period of time. If SA and LA words are organized in the same lexicon, one that is different from that in which Hebrew words are stored, then we may see long-lag repetition priming from LA to SA, but not from Hebrew to SA. Therefore, assuming that SA is phonologically closer to LA than is Hebrew, words in LA would be expected to activate their translations in SA to a greater extent than would words in Hebrew.

**Experiment 1**

Using lexical decision time and accuracy as dependent variables, many studies showed a robust identical-repetition-priming effect, which, unlike semantic priming, lasted across many unrelated words intervening between the prime and the target (repetition lag).\textsuperscript{22} The longevity of the repetition effect relative to semantic priming reflects a difference in the priming mechanisms that account for these two effects. Unlike the semantic priming paradigm in which the prime and the target are different words and, therefore, priming effects may occur only at the semantic level, in the identical repetition-priming paradigm the prime and the target are the same word.
Consequently, in addition to reactivating the same meaning, word repetition reactivates the word’s lexical/phonological structure, and its form (orthographic or phonetic). Several studies showed that form (orthographic) repetition is insufficient to account for all long-lasting priming effects. Therefore, the reliable long lasting repetition effects found in monolingual studies probably result from a combination of lexical and mnemonic sources of activation. In particular, the involvement of lexical/morphological (rather than pure phonological or semantic) sources in the long-lag repetition effect is suggested by the absence of such effects for non-words, and by the significant long lasting effects of partial (morphologic) repetition even when primes and targets share no obvious semantic features.

When the prime and the target are the same word, this could lead to a rapid performance of lexical decisions for targets in SA, whereas this facilitation would not occur when the primes are translation-equivalents in LA and Hebrew. Specifically, the translation equivalents would not prime SA target words after a long lag, regardless of whether they are in LA or Hebrew. This pattern in the cross-language condition might indicate that translation equivalents are not linked at the lexical level, but rather may be indirectly connected via the semantic system. Experiment 1 was designed to test this possibility using shorter lags (lag 0) between primes and targets.

Method

Participants

The participants were 30 native Arabic speakers (SA), who were students in the 11th and 12th grades from the same population. All participants were right-handed and neurologically normal and without any known learning disabilities.

Stimuli and design

The stimuli used in the present study were 384 phonologically legal structures used in the lag 0 repetition condition. The stimuli were equally divided between 192 words and 192 pseudowords. In each stimulus group, 96 were primes and 96 were targets. The rated word frequency of all targets was average (3.95, 3.89, and 4.06 on a scale ranging from 1 [lowest frequency] to 7 [highest frequency]) for the noncognate words. Within each of the priming language conditions, half of the targets were unrelated to their primes, and the other half were the translation equivalents of the primes. Across subjects, the stimuli were rotated so that each target-prime pair in each translation condition appeared equally at lag 0. The pseudowords were constructed to mimic the real words.

Since the lexical links between languages are supposedly asymmetrical (stronger from L2 to L1 than vice versa), the cross-lingual primes in this experiment were in L2 (ie, the first appearance of repeated targets was in one of the three languages – SA, LA, or Hebrew – with 16 in each language), and the second appearance was always in SA (see examples in Table 1). In the absence of reliable word frequency norms in SA, LA, or Hebrew, this parameter was determined empirically, as follows: 30 judges from the same student population who did not participate in the experiment itself were presented orally with a list of the 96 predesignated SA targets and were asked to rate the frequency of the SA targets using a scale ranging from 1 (least frequent) to 7 (most frequent). The mean rated frequency was 3.92, with a range of 2.6–5.5. The frequencies in the appendix relate to the words in SA, as the SA by definition has no written form and the frequencies of words are similar to those of the concepts. In view of this fact, it was assumed that the frequencies of the concepts’ translation to LA and Hebrew words in the auditory modality are similar.

The pseudowords used in this study were derived from words in SA, LA, and Hebrew by changing one or two phonemes and were phonologically legal. The phonotactics of pseudoword pronunciation are in the same vein. The words in SA and Hebrew were recorded by a male native Arabic speaker from the same population as subjects who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primes: Literary Arabic</th>
<th>Targets: Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Targets: Hebrew</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ادا</td>
<td>بكراء</td>
<td>Tomorrow</td>
<td>אין</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GADAN</td>
<td>BOKRA</td>
<td>INBOOB</td>
<td>TSENO</td>
<td>Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جواب</td>
<td>أملاد</td>
<td>Socks</td>
<td>مروحة</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAWAREB</td>
<td>KALSAT</td>
<td>MIRWAHA</td>
<td>MIAVRER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
spoke the local dialect. Following computer processing, designed to equalize the volume and length of the words as much as possible (700 ms duration time, on average), a computer was used to orally present the stimuli to the participants through earphones.

In order to achieve a full rotation in which each target was paired with primes from all three languages and in both primed and unprimed repetition conditions, six stimuli lists were composed. Each list was presented to 10 other participants. Results were analyzed using ANOVA, in which the priming language effect and the repetition effect were examined within subjects and within targets.

Procedure
The task was an auditory lexical decision. Participants were presented with a mixed list of SA, LA, and Hebrew spoken words and pseudowords and were instructed to decide whether each stimulus was a word or not in the language to which it belonged. Pairs of translation equivalents were inserted in this list. In all cases, the first word of the pair (the prime) was presented in either SA, LA, or Hebrew, and the second word (the target) was presented in SA. For each language, all the targets followed the primes immediately (lag 0) and all the translation equivalents were noncognates.

Results
Outlying reaction times (RTs), more than two standard deviations from the mean of each participant in each condition, were excluded from the calculations (less than 5%). Mean RTs and error rates were calculated in each of the conditions across participants and are presented in Table 2.

The statistical reliability of the observed differences was established across subjects and across stimuli by two-way within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA). The factors were priming language (SA, LA, and Hebrew) and repeatedness (repeated/translated, unrepeated). These analyses showed that the RTs to SA targets following SA primes (890 ms) were faster than the RTs to SA targets following LA primes (938 ms) and the RTs to SA targets following Hebrew primes (1034 ms) [F(1,290) = 99.7, MSe = 5063, p < 0.001; F(2,180) = 9.45, MSe = 8343, p < 0.001]. The results also showed a significant main effect of repeatedness [F(1,290) = 99.7, MSe = 5063, p < 0.001; F(2,180) = 9.45, MSe = 8343, p < 0.001]. Post-hoc comparisons of the repeatedness effect revealed that RTs to targets succeeding unrelated primes were the slowest (1063 ms) and were significantly slower than those appearing after noncognate translations (946 ms) [F(1,29) = 68.0, MSe = 22842, p < 0.001]. A significant interaction emerged when repeatedness interacted with the priming language, showing that the repeatedness effect on SA targets was larger if priming was induced by identical words in SA (185 ms) than by translation equivalents in LA (84 ms) and in Hebrew (83 ms) [F(2,58) = 4.7, MSe = 1742, p < 0.001].

Concerning the percentage of errors, less errors were made to primed than to unprimed word targets [F(1,29) = 86.8, MSe = 21.5, p < 0.001]. The priming language, however, had no influence on the percentage of errors made to word targets [F(1,29) = 1.58, MSe = 22.14, p = 0.218; F(2,179) < 1.00]. Post-hoc univariate analysis revealed that priming reduced the percentage of errors more effectively when the translation was from LA to SA (3.85%) and from Hebrew to SA (5.25%) than from SA to SA (8.1%). This pattern is compatible with that found in the analysis of RTs and suggests that subjects may use a strategic means of identifying a different language from SA.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants
The participants were 60 students in the 11th and 12th grades at Druze schools. All were native (spoken) Arabic speakers who had started to learn LA at school in the first grade and Hebrew in the second grade. All participants were right-handed and neurologically normal and without any known learning disabilities. All participants had passed the

Table 2 Reaction times in milliseconds (SEM) and percentage of errors in lexical decisions for word targets in spoken Arabic (SA), primed by SA and noncognate translation equivalents in literary Arabic and Hebrew at lag 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated condition</th>
<th>Language of the prime</th>
<th>Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>Literary Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeated target</td>
<td>890 (16) 4.8%</td>
<td>938 (16) 1.0%</td>
<td>1010 (17) 2.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrepeated target</td>
<td>1074 (24) 11.4%</td>
<td>1022 (23) 6.7%</td>
<td>1093 (19) 7.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming effect</td>
<td>185 ms</td>
<td>84 ms</td>
<td>83 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SEM, standard error of the mean.
high school entrance examination in Hebrew. Given their similar language background, a general L2 language history questionnaire was not collected.27

Stimuli and design
The stimuli were 192 targets (96 words and 96 pseudowords) and 192 primes (96 words and 96 pseudowords) (see list of words in Appendix). All translation equivalent repetition pairs were noncognates and limited to clearly dominant translations. The list was chosen by 30 judges from the same student population who were not participating in the experiment itself, and translations that were not agreed upon were excluded. Among the targets, 48 words and 48 pseudowords were repeated (within or across languages, with 16 targets in each group), while the remaining 48 words and 48 pseudowords were paired with different words or pseudowords. As in Experiment 1, the stimuli were recorded in a male voice in the local SA dialect, and were presented to the participants orally through earphones by a computer.

Procedure
At the beginning of the experimental session, instructions were given in SA that the participants should indicate, by pressing one of two buttons, whether each phonological string presented was a word or a pseudoword, regardless of the language of presentation. The dominant hand was used for the affirmative (detection of a word) and the other hand for the negative (detection of a pseudoword). Accuracy and speed of the lexical decision were equally stressed. The stimuli were presented at a steady rate, and the duration of the experimental session was 20 minutes. The experimental session was preceded by a training session in which 16 words and 16 pseudowords were presented.

Since half of the stimuli were words and the other half pseudowords, and since both words and pseudowords were similarly structured and randomly presented, the participants were not able to predict the lexical status of any stimulus based on the preceding stimulus. As far as the participants were concerned, the stimuli on the list were not related in any way and the paired structure existed in the eyes of the experimenter alone. All stimuli were presented sequentially at fixed time intervals, and the subjects were instructed to make a word/nonword decision for each stimulus. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 2000 ms, and the order of presentation was pseudorandomized (keeping pairing intact) for each subject.

In the literature, the effect that “people are normally faster when they repeat the same task than when they switch tasks” is more often referred to as “mixing costs.” Meuter and Allport28 asked bilingual subjects to unpredictably name numerals in either L1 or L2. They found that RTs were much faster in nonswitching trials than in switching trials. Most unexpectedly, switching costs were larger when switching occurred between the dominant L1 and the weaker L2 than vice versa. In this study, a pseudorandom order of presentation was conducted and the frequency of language switches was controlled. As such, the probability of the target in SA (whether repeated or not) following words or pseudowords was similar in each of the languages. This procedure assures that the results are not confounded with language-switching costs.28

Results
Reaction times deviating by more than two standard deviations from the participant’s average were less than 5% and were not included in the analysis. The repetition effect was analyzed within subjects (F1) and between stimulus type (F2). For both RT and accuracy, large repetition effects were found when both the prime and the target were in SA, while priming by translation equivalents was extremely weak regardless of the language in which the first word was presented (see Tables 2 and 3).

A 3 (prime language) × 2 (repetition status) repeated measures ANOVA of the RTs showed that the repetition effect was significant [F1(1,59) = 62.41, MSe = 3407, p < 0.001; F2(1,95) = 20.9, MSe = 11770, p < 0.001], as was the effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repeated condition</th>
<th>Language of the prime</th>
<th>Literary Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeated target</td>
<td>930 (8.9) 6.3%</td>
<td>1040 (17.2) 11.0%</td>
<td>1034 (14.3) 9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrepeated target</td>
<td>1055 (14.7) 10.2%</td>
<td>1045 (14.6) 10.8%</td>
<td>1050 (15.1) 11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming effect</td>
<td>125 ms</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SEM, standard error of the mean.
of priming-language \[F_1(2,118) = 13.81, \text{MSE} = 7187.21, p < 0.001; F_2(2,190) = 16.6, \text{MSE} = 7087, p < 0.001\]. More importantly, a significant interaction was found between the repetition effect and the priming-language \[F_1(2,118) = 34.3, \text{MSE} = 3816, p < 0.001; F_2(2,190) = 56.2, \text{MSE} = 5394, p < 0.001\]. Post-hoc analysis revealed that while the intra-lingual SA repetition induced a significant priming-language effect \[F_1(1.59) = 70.2, \text{MSE} = 6653, p < 0.001; F_2(1.95 = 143.9, \text{MSE} = 5790, p < 0.001\], there was no significant cross-lingual repetition effect, regardless of whether the first presentation was in LA \[F_1(1.59) < 1.00; F_2(1.95) = 2.0, \text{MSE} = 7353, p = 16\] or in Hebrew \[F_1(1.59) = 3.1, \text{MSE} = 2600, p = 0.09; F_2(1.95) < 1.00\]. The priming-language factor had no influence on the RTs to unrepeated target words \[F_1(2,118) < 1.00; F_2(2,190) < 1.00\].

Analysis of the error rates revealed a similar pattern. The main effect of repetition was significant \[F_1(1.59) = 16.3, \text{MSE} = 30, p < 0.001\], but qualified by a significant repetition × priming-language interaction \[F_1(2,118) = 7.37, \text{MSE} = 62, p < 0.001\]. As before, post-hoc analysis showed that while intra-lingual repetition significantly enhanced the accuracy \[F_1(1.59) = 8.5, \text{MSE} = 42, p < 0.001\], cross-lingual repetition did not significantly reduce the error rates, either when the first presentation was in LA \[F_1(1.59) < 1.00\] or in Hebrew \[F_1(1.59) = 3.7, \text{MSE} = 62.4, p = 0.114\]. No significant differences were found between the errors elicited by unrepeated targets in the three languages \[F_1(2,118) = 2.35, \text{MSE} = 89.5, p = 0.10\].

The results suggest that identity repetition significantly reduced reaction time and increased the accuracy of lexical decisions for repeated SA targets. In contrast, previous presentation of either LA or Hebrew translation equivalents did not affect the lexical decisions for SA targets. However, because these effects might have been induced by semantic and phonological cues, rather than lexical factors, it was important to determine first that the lexical repetition effects between translation equivalents in LA and SA are typical to those found across L2 and L1. This point was indeed determined in Experiment 2.

**Discussion**

In a previous study,\(^7\) the question of language organization in the context of the semantic level was directly addressed by comparing the semantic priming effects within SA (L1) with the effects found across languages, with LA or Hebrew as the other language (L2). The pattern of semantic priming effects suggests that, in regard to their connections with the semantic network, the status of LA is similar to that of Hebrew. In this study, the psycholinguistic reality that influences bilingual performance was examined by directly focusing on lexical organization.

Two experiments were conducted. Experiment 1 examined the lexical repetition effects at short lags (lag 0) between translation equivalents in SA and LA and in SA and Hebrew. It was important to examine this condition in order to determine that these effects were not induced by semantic factors, rather than lexical factors, as indeed determined in Experiment 2. In the second experiment, repetition factors were manipulated by comparing the effects within SA, across SA and LA, and across SA and Hebrew by inserting 8–12 unrelated words between the first and second appearance of the word (intra-lingual repetition) or between the word and its translation equivalent (cross-lingual repetition).

The results revealed that presenting words in SA as primes led to faster and more accurate performance of lexical decisions for targets in SA and that this facilitation was greater than when words in SA were primed by translation equivalents in Hebrew or in LA. However, whereas these pairs maintained a similar pattern of priming at different lags, there was a decrease in priming at lag 8–12 relative to immediate repetition (lag 0). The repetition effects between translation equivalents at lag 0 and the absence of such effects at lag 8–12 suggest that form repetition might have partly accounted for the overall larger repetition effects for words at lag 0 than at longer lag times.

However, this repetition effect for noncognate translation equivalents demonstrates that neither form nor any other type of shallow analysis can be the single explanatory factor. This interpretation is consistent with studies in the visual modality, in which the translation occurred between languages with different orthographies, such as Korean and English\(^29\) or Chinese and English.\(^30\) Furthermore, although semantic factors might explain the repetition effects across noncognate translation equivalents at lag 0, the fact still remains that translation equivalents are also linked at the lexical level.

The absence of cross-lingual repetition priming at long lags was in sharp contrast with the significant intra-lingual repetition effect within SA. These findings suggest that the links between LA and SA words are similar to those between Hebrew and SA words, both reflecting the typical organization of L2 in a separate lexicon.\(^31,32\) This raises the question as to what extent the pattern of standard repetition priming results reflects the lexical organization of first and second languages. An obvious difference between cross-lingual and
intra-lingual repetition is that the latter entails repetition of the perceptual record as well as reactivation of the identical concept, whereas only the concept is repeated in noncognate translation equivalents.

The absence of long-lasting priming between phonologically dissimilar LA and SA translation equivalents, as well as between synonyms,\textsuperscript{23} suggests that the consequences of repeated access to identical or partly overlapping semantic representations (per se) on performance are short-lived. Namely, the failure to find such priming effects is compatible with an explanation of synonyms in a single lexicon. As Roediger and Blaxton\textsuperscript{13} argued, the similar outcome can be predicted because the two items are two separate entries in the lexicon and do not share phonology and form.

The present results do not support the existence of a classic shared lexicon for both the SA and LA forms of Arabic. Thus, it has yet to be determined as to which of the two bilingual representation models (single lexicon and separated lexicons) will prevail. On the basis of the above analysis, however, it may be suggested that three linguistic and nonlinguistic factors determine the magnitude of the priming effect across the two priming languages at different lags.

First, the active lexical links found between translation equivalents exist in parallel to conceptual semantic overlap and are sensitive to the phonemic structure of the words. This semantic overlap is largest at lag 0 and reduced at lag 8–12, meaning that when the semantic connections were neutralized by inserting 8–12 fillers between the prime and the target, there was no significant cross-lingual repetition effect. The second factor is related to episodically established lexical associations between translation equivalents. Apparently, the influence of this factor is short-lived and not effective for lags of 8–12 items. Hence, the reaction time to target words in SA was not influenced by the previous appearance of its translation equivalent in LA or Hebrew. However, the long-lasting repetition effects within SA reflect the (implicit) reactivation of an episodic trace installed by the prime. One could claim that the LA words take more to process, and hence produce less priming. The effective information contained in this trace is most likely lexical.\textsuperscript{22} Support for this suggestion comes from, for example, studies showing that nonword repetition effects are limited to very short lags\textsuperscript{25,34} and that form (orthographic) repetition is effective only if the prime is masked,\textsuperscript{35} but is significantly reduced if the repetition is delayed by even one intervening item.\textsuperscript{36} Nevertheless, the absence of active lexical links between translation equivalents is not evidence that such links do not exist or cannot be reactivated when the task or the linguistic environment deems it necessary. However, this do not contradict the notion of being the two languages separated because different languages similar in origin that are represented in separate lexicons, by definition sound untypical and listeners have hard times determining which variety they belong to.

Finally, the third factor supports the notion of a lexical familiarity in basic native Arabic sounds, forms, structures, and syllabic and prosodic features between LA and SA. If not identical, they may at least show important and striking similarities. De Groot\textsuperscript{37} accounted for the morphophonemic similarity effect by assuming that, having a common etymology, cognate translation equivalents share more meaning features than do noncognate translation equivalents, thus making priming between cognate translations more effective than between noncognate translations. In essence, according to this view, repetition priming between translation equivalents, like semantic priming, originates from the activation of common semantic features in the conceptual system. Furthermore, the larger priming effect found at lag 0 when the primes were in Hebrew may also reflect a greater sensitivity to morpho-phonological form similarity, that is, a more analytic/segmental perceptual strategy for second languages than for the mother tongue. Similar results were reported in a masked-priming study suggesting that sharing a common root affects the processing of the target during bottom-up processing.\textsuperscript{38}

Assuming that a major source of long-lasting repetition priming effect is the reactivation of a lexically based episodic trace, the absence of such priming across noncognate translation equivalents implies that the recognition of a word in one language does not entail the lexical activation of its translation equivalent. Furthermore, because the cross-lingual priming in the present experiment was from L2 to L1 (ie, the primes were in L2 and the targets in L1), the absence of long-lasting priming effects demonstrates that in bilinguals, the identification of words in L2 is not mediated by their translation equivalents in L1.\textsuperscript{12} An explanation for this result is probably related to the consequence of episodic lexical associations based on mundane use. Specifically, it may be suggested that nonlinguistic factors qualified the influence of the linguistic factors in determining the magnitude of these effects. Among these factors are episodic associations, which are equally strong between translation equivalents in two languages that are interactively and concomitantly used on an everyday basis (LA and Hebrew).

Indeed, the influence of phonemic similarity (comparing cognate and noncognate pseudowords) on priming between
translation equivalents has been well established in cross-lingual semantic priming and repetition priming. This hypothesis was recently examined, and both studies suggest that the cognitive level at which these links are effective is still debatable. The second-language argument for LA is also seriously weakened by the fact that only noncognate words were used as primes in the study. The two studies that compared cognate and noncognate translation equivalents concluded that priming between cognate translations is more effective than between noncognate translations. The studies using cognate rather than noncognate LA words as primes might very well support a single lexicon model or, more likely, an interactive activation model.

Since long-lasting repetition effects between translation equivalents would, “by necessity,” indicate the existence of lexical links or reactivation of the same concept, and since SA-LA pairs in Arabic are of both types, the issue can not be resolved by claiming that some words exist in a shared lexicon and others in separated lexicons. It seems that only a distributed interactive activation model could handle both cognate and noncognate effects and that the “bilingualism” argument would dissolve at that point (see, for example, Hinton and colleagues and the BIA++ model of Dijkstra and van Heuven). With respect to semantics and phonology, the BIA++ model of Dijkstra and van Heuven proposes an integration of codes at sub-lexical levels (eg, in terms of the letters), and not only at the lexical level. Comparing these and other models (eg, the distributed conceptual representations model of McClelland and colleagues) by testing them empirically may be undertaken in future research. Such studies in Arabic will clarify the contributions of phonological, orthographic, and semantic codes to the bilingual word recognition process. Using stimuli in the visual modality, these considerations suggest that form-identical cognates and inter-lingual homographs have their own whole-word orthographic representation for each language. In other words, they are represented in the same way as items that are similar, but not identical, in form across languages. In addition, each representation is characterized by its word frequency in the language to which it belongs.

In conclusion, the overall results of the two experiments lead to the conclusion that not only are native Arab speakers less skilled in LA and Hebrew than in SA, but that based on the contributions to priming, there are sufficient data to claim that learning LA is, in some respects, more like learning a second language than like learning the formal register of one’s native language. In that regard, from a psycholinguistic perspective, the literate Arabic speaker may be considered de facto as bilingual.
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### Appendix I  Spoken Arabic targets and their rated frequencies and Literary Arabic and Hebrew noncognate primes and their English translations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targets: Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>Primes: Literary Arabic</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Targets: Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>Primes: Hebrew</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>يرادة</td>
<td>لائحة (ใบเบอร์)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>رودة</td>
<td>روبز</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Rifle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أريس</td>
<td>حيد</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>بروز</td>
<td>بروز</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>يفرين</td>
<td>قطره</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>نور</td>
<td>نور</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>داب</td>
<td>حمار</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Donkey</td>
<td>أسفي</td>
<td>أسفي</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Bicycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>افعي</td>
<td>حيه</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Snake</td>
<td>نبي</td>
<td>نبي</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Hat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>افرح</td>
<td>افرح</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>نفي</td>
<td>نفي</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Fox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مشرفة</td>
<td>مشرفة (ประท่า)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>مشاعب</td>
<td>مشاعب</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مملة</td>
<td>مملة</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Little</td>
<td>بريك</td>
<td>بريك</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Brake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بندل</td>
<td>بندل</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Balcony</td>
<td>خازم</td>
<td>خازم</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Dare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دغري</td>
<td>دغري</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>أرسن</td>
<td>أرسن</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كيدو</td>
<td>كيدو</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>Want</td>
<td>انتف</td>
<td>انتف</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ميالا</td>
<td>ميالا</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>شمعة</td>
<td>شمعة</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Herd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>صحين</td>
<td>صحين</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Appetite</td>
<td>غرو</td>
<td>غرو</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Burn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>إبريل</td>
<td>فندق</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Hotel</td>
<td>متكرر</td>
<td>متكرر</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>وجدة</td>
<td>وحة</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Meal</td>
<td>فتح</td>
<td>فتح</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>Can</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فلاس</td>
<td>ملل</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Bored</td>
<td>مصرين</td>
<td>مصرين</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Guts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بيش</td>
<td>بيش</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>Begin</td>
<td>مصائحة</td>
<td>مصائحة</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Sheet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مواد</td>
<td>مواد</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Those</td>
<td>كوكس</td>
<td>كوكس</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>طائفة</td>
<td>مرئي</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Maiden</td>
<td>أذرش</td>
<td>أذرش</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Apathetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مسحوق</td>
<td>بودرة</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>نسيم</td>
<td>نسيم</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Cough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حظيرة</td>
<td>سهرة</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Fold</td>
<td>نية</td>
<td>نية</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بردى</td>
<td>سنار</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Curtain</td>
<td>ظمرجي</td>
<td>ظمرجي</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Paramedic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>معطف</td>
<td>أبوت</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Jacket</td>
<td>روز</td>
<td>روز</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>زالما</td>
<td>رجل</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>ملوك</td>
<td>ملوك</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>Melon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شحات</td>
<td>ابري</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Matches</td>
<td>نابي</td>
<td>نابي</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Shameful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ايف</td>
<td>فرح</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Glad</td>
<td>بدائم</td>
<td>بدائم</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix I (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targets: Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>Primes: Literary Arabic</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Targets: Spoken Arabic</th>
<th>Primes: Hebrew</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>رأى</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Kick</td>
<td>برة</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>Outside</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منشفة</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Towel</td>
<td>نمط</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Pipe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ساق</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>قد را</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Shoes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>هناء</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Funeral</td>
<td>بكس</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Fist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>غدا</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>Tomorrow</td>
<td>ناسح</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>Fat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جوارب</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>Socks</td>
<td>متوجه</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Crazy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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